Bible Prophecy Hidden in Russian Olympic Logos
Yesterday, one of my subscribers sent me a note saying that I should
do a video on the mascots for the 2014 Winter Olympics in Russia.
And he pointed out to me that the three mascots are very similar to the
three beasts that come up out of the sea in Daniel, chapter number 7.
And we know that Daniel is describing three ancient kingdoms and
kings in that passage but he is also describing three present-day kings
and kingdoms and we know who they are. We know the Lion
represents Britain, the Bear represents Russia, and the Leopard
represents our own Barack Obama and the United States.
So let's take a closer look at these three mascots which were voted on
by the people of Russia, by the way, and see how close they are to the
beasts from Daniel, chapter number 7.

First of all, notice that this Leopard is in two colors, and it is the only
mascot in two colors, the others are solid colors. The two colors
indicate a Leopard because they reflect Barack Obama who has a
biracial background and that's why Daniel uses the Leopard to
symbolize Obama. What's really interesting is that the logo depicts this
Leopard mascot with 4 toes on one of its paws but without any toes on
the other paws and that 4 of course is important; and there are also 4
little boxes on this mountain climbing belt, maybe you can see that,
maybe you can’t, but that reflects the 4 heads and the 4 wings on the
Leopard in Daniel.
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Next, this middle figure is not quite accurate. First of all, these three
figures are supposed to indicate the first, second, and third places on
the podium at the Olympics, so they are showing this center figure,
who would normally be the first place winner, much smaller than
normal. If this were shown correctly, it would be very high and if it were
true to Daniel, this figure should be a Lioness, but at least they have
the gender right: this little bunny rabbit is feminine.
And of course on the right we have the Bear, the second beast that
comes up out of the sea. And they show the Bear as larger than the
other two animals, and I believe that's because the bear symbolizes
Russia. What's really interesting is that the Bear does not have four
toes. The Bear has five toes on this paw, 5 toes on this paw, and 3 on
one of the feet and two on the other foot. I think that they are trying to
expropriate the number 555 for the bear and that is not accurate as far
as prophecy goes.
But yes, they are correct in showing the Bear higher than the Leopard.
That indicates that Russia will defeat the United States and Barack
Obama; however, the 555, as far as the toes go, will defeat the final
One World Communist Tyranny. 555 symbolizes Mary's Rosary and
that is also indicated by the 15, 15 and 15. 15 is most definitely a
Rosary number in Bible prophecy.
Now, you might say this is all a coincidence but let's take a look at the
official logo for the Russian Winter Olympics: here on the right we see
5 Olympic rings.
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I believe those rings symbolize the 5 continents, and we see the 5
Olympic rings over here also, and we see 5 leaves arranged in a semicircle. It's quite an interesting design but what that gives us, is 555.
Again, I'm not sure how much the designers of these mascots or logos
knew what they were doing, but on the other hand, the sacred
numerology of the Bible is embedded in all human consciousness.
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